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A favorite among successful students, and often recommended by professors, the unique Examples

& Explanations series gives you extremely clear introductions to concepts followed by realistic

examples that mirror those presented in the classroom throughout the semester. Use at the

beginning and midway through the semester to deepen your understanding through clear

explanations, corresponding hypothetical fact patterns, and analysis. Then use to study for finals by

reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the accompanying

analysis. Designed to complement your casebook, the trusted Examples & Explanations titles get

right to the point in a conversational, often humorous style that helps you learn the material each

step of the way and prepare for the exam at the end of the course. The unique, time-tested

Examples & Explanations series is invaluable to teach yourself the subject from the first day of class

until your last review before the final. Each guide:helps you learn new material by working through

chapters that explain each topic in simple languagechallenges your understanding with

hypotheticals similar to those presented in classprovides valuable opportunity to study for the final

by reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the corresponding

analysisquickly gets to the point in conversational style laced with humorremains a favorite among

law school studentsis often recommended by professors who encourage the use of study

guidesworks with ALL the major casebooks, suits any class on a given topicprovides an alternative

perspective to help you understand your casebook and in-class lectures
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Palmiter is Professor of Law at the Wake Forest University.

The book contains decent explanations and mentions the key cases. However, don't expect to get

by with just this book like you can with some E&E's. The sections and even paragraphs are

seriously lacking in substantive transitions - it's hard to decipher at points if older legal tests should

be considered alongside newer Supreme Court law or if they're just mentioned for context. All in all,

it's a bit abstract, and I suspect it was written to be a review/clarification tool rather than as a fast

and dirty way of learning the law. You'll need a text book or a quality professor to go with this book.

I am a current student at Harvard Law School, and I found this book to be WAY more helpful than

any other textbook or hornbook on Sec Reg. It is exactly as detailed as necessary and provides

amazing charts that really help with exam preparation. Securities Regulation is very arcane, and the

barrier to entry is quite high. But this author absolutely crushed it. If you are taking Securities

Regulation, BUY THIS BOOK! I only bought it a week before my exam, and I regret not buying it

earlier. I read some of the other reviews and none were overly impressed with the book. I am. BUY

IT.

Not a bad choice if your Securites Regulation textbook isn't cutting it. I'm not sure I could have

learned the whole topic from this book like I could with some other E&E's though.

It's good, but there are some notable typos that were extremely confusing.

Half-way through the course I was utterly lost. Bought this book and got a B+ at a first tier school. It

followed Cox, 7th edition almost perfectly; however definitely combine this with the red supplement

that accompanies the text book.

Saving my life in Securities Regulation right now. Using it with the incomprehensible Cox casebook.

This book is pretty much one of the only reasons I passed Securities Regulation.Very well-written,

and it's broken down very nicely so you can flip to what you need easily.

Very good study aid. It covers the main topics in any syllabus. I read it completely at the same time

that I read my casebook and the statutes.
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